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Abstract: How to quickly and efficiently get real-time emergency data from a massive network is becoming a major 

problem in monitoring internet public opinion. In this paper, we propose a clustering algorithm based on simplified cluster 

hypothesis to improve system efficiency. Meanwhile, by analysis of the emergency’s characteristics under the dynamic 

web environment, we propose a multi-strategy quantitative analysis model for network emergency by researching on the 

following aspects: (1) Using field feature vector similarity to dividing emergency category. (2) Using Sum Limit method 

to calculate the emergency’s maximum effect range. (3) Using distribution to calculate the emergency’s timeliness. Fi-

nally, through analysis dynamic data from Tianya.cn, the experimental results prove the model is effective. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Chinese society is in a rapid transition at present. During 

this special period, the political, economic, cultural, and 

other fields are facing severe social challenges because of the 
adjustment of social structure. Meanwhile, with the rapid 

development of internet, especially with the advent of Web 

2.0 era, persons are not only the Web content browser, but 
also its maker. If the dissemination of information on the 

internet do not get effective control, it is easy to further dete-

riorate the current social problems and affect social stability. 

The Third Plenary Session of the 18th Communist Party 

of China (CPC) Central Committee has been held from Nov. 

9 to 12 in Beijing. The CPC approved a decision on "major 
issues concerning comprehensively deepening reforms" [1]. 

One of most important issues is to establish and improve 

network emergency response mechanisms. "2012 Chinese 
Internet public opinion analysis report" shows the topic of 

"Diaoyu Island and anti-Japanese demonstrations" has more 

than mega posts and forwards on Tianya.cn, SINA Weibo 
and other SNS platform [2]. Meanwhile, the number of posts 

that these forum and SNS platform produced every day is far 

exceed millions of data. How to make quantitative analysis 
on different types of emergencies under dynamic network 

environment of huge amounts of data is one of the most 

problems in current public sentiment work. 

Nowadays, some researchers have already carried out 
many works on the system efficiency improvement and 
emergency index system, early warning mechanism and de-
tecting methods. These works also have achieved many fruit-
ful results. 

In text clustering methods, K-means algorithm [3] and 
the center point algorithm [4] divide the given n  objects or  
 

 

 
 

the database of data record into k  classes. References [5-7] 
are primarily based on the "neighbourhood" thought. It will 
continuously cluster as long as the density (number of ob-
jects or data points) in the "neighbourhood" exceeds a certain 
threshold. Reference [8] is a grid-based approach: the object 
space is quantized to a finite number of elements to form a 
grid structure. All cluster operations are conducted on the 
grid structure. Reference [9] combines linguistic characteris-
tics, defines and extracts “theme elements” and using it for 
indexing base, with a good clustering effect. In addition, 
there are also many text clustering method at present [10-
12]. These methods have been used in practice successfully.  

In terms of emergencies index system, Zeng used AHP 
method to construct the network opinion emergencies early 
warning index system including 3 types of factors and phe-
nomena such as warning source, warning sign and warning 
information [13]. In Reference [14], Ju toke an in-depth dis-
cussion in emergency concepts, elements, and feature types. 
Zhang established index system to measure and evaluate 
enthusiasm of nonconventional emergency network public 
opinion, determining deep impact factor in deep public opin-
ion fluctuations and its inner mechanism [15]. In Reference 
[16], the author used system theory, viewing emergency 
event as a system and analyzing the generic behavior mode 
about various events. Then the method for constructing the 
Bayesian networks model of predicting emergency events is 
proposed to deal with the uncertainty of the events. Refer-
ence [17] proposed a system to detect hot web event auto-
matically. The system is focused on the stream of news re-
port on the Internet, sorting the candidate events by calculat-
ing their hot degree. In Reference [18], the author con-
structed sentiment vectors and built hierarchical structures, 
monitoring the states of sentiments words to discover burst 
events and burst periods using improved method. In Refer-
ence [19], the author proposed a blog emergent detection 
method based on temporal distribution. 

These methods discuss topics and events in different as-
pects and provide good reference for us. However, the emer-
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gency types, influence area, timeliness and its quantitative 
analysis are seldom discussed. 

In this paper, we firstly build One-Next text clustering 
algorithm based on simplify the text clustering hypothesis to 
improve system efficiency. Secondly, we propose a quantita-
tive analysis model for network emergency to calculate 
emergency quantitative value. We analysis different aspects 
(post number, forward number, reply number, et al.) which 
influence emergency outreach. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next 
section describes the features of network emergency and 
shows the process of emergency detection. Section 3 intro-
duces a new text clustering method based on simplified hy-
pothesis. The multi-strategy network emergency quantitative 
analysis model is presented and discussed in section 4. Some 
experimental results by simulation are presented in section 5. 
Finally, the conclusion is drawn in section 6. 

2. NETWORK EMERGENCY ANALYSIS 

Typically, the communication of network event source 
always follows a fixed mode whatever platform (Micro-blog, 
forum, SNS, et al.) user posted a message on. Emergency 
life cycle in the network environment is generally divided 
into the incubation period, the significantly period, height 
period and receding period [20], as shown in Fig. (1). 

When emergency occurs in a network, texts associated 
with this matter will report on the Internet. People will 
quickly start to pay attention to it within a short time. Factors 
influencing the trend of public opinion including emergency 
type, the number of people hearing the related event and 
especially time that the event occurs. Each factor reflects 
varying degrees of people’s interest in this emergency.  

(1) Emergency Type: people have different attitude to-
wards different emergency type. For natural disaster, it is 
generally viewed with a sympathetic attitude. For terrorist 
attacks, people may have angry feelings. 

(2) Emergency Spread Area: all of network users’ opera-
tions will leave a mark on the website which can enhance the 
emergency’s diffusion. In network environment, the emer-
gency spread area may include viewing number, replying 
number and forwarding number. 

(3) Emergency Timeliness: emergency impact is huge 
when it happens, and it will slowly recede as time goes. So 
time is an important factor that influence emergency. 

For example, when "7.21" heavy rain disaster occurred in 
Beijing. A wide of reports related to it quickly appeared on 
the Internet. Suddenly, almost all Chinese people pay atten-
tion to this emergency. We can see it on every Internet plat-
form. After a period of time, the number of posts began to 
decline which means that emergency have slowly faded out 
of people’s lives. 

In this paper, we establish a network emergency assess-
ment process based on the above characteristics, shown in 
Fig. (2).  

(1) Filtering Web data while crawling in real time. 

(2) Extracting basic information from the event, includ-
ing event title, content, release time reviewing number, for-
warding number and replying number and save them to the 
basic properties of the event source database. 

(3) Using text cluster method to put events with same 
theme into the same category. 

(4) Using Multi-Strategy network emergency quantitative 
model to quantify each emergency value. 

(5) Sorting every emergency by its value. 

3. TEXT CLUSTERING METHOD 

3.1. Clustering Hypothetical Problem 

Text clustering is based primarily on the famous cluster-
ing hypothesis: the same kind of document’s similarity is 
larger, but the different kind of document’s similarity is 
smaller. We call the cluster hypothesis distance relativity 
hypothesis because it is not only in full consideration of the 
distance within the class at the same time, but also necessary 
to consider the distance between classes. 

At present, most clustering method are based on distance 
construction of relativity hypothesis. They adopt iterative 
relocation technique and try to move between objects in a 
group to optimize model parameter which can improve divi-
sion. Take K-means algorithm as an example, the relative 
distance assumption makes the original text is not a kind of 
imputation to a class, as shown in Fig. (3). Fig. (3a) is 
classes before clustering, Fig. (3b) classes is after clustering. 
According to the relative distance assumption, due to the 
distance C from A is less than the distance C from B. C is 
divided into category A, and in fact, C should not be classi-
fied into B or A in any category, but should stand alone as a 
class exists. 

 

Fig. (1). Network public opinion influence level. 
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Fig. (2). Multi-strategy network emergency quantitative analysis model. 

 

Fig. (3). Three classes clustering. 

These algorithms use iterative relocation technique, mak-
ing the clustering in the process of calculation, continuous 
counting of objects that have been categorized. This will lead 
to high time complexity of the calculations, especially when 
the text feature vector has high dimension, this computa-
tional complexity will be greatly enhanced. Fig. (4) shows an 
iterative process of K-means cluster algorithm. We use the 
black star to represent the k classes center randomly selected. 
The arrow indicates the process of centroid movement. Each 
iteration will calculate the distance all point to the new 
cluster center, complexity of the calculation process. Becau-
se the algorithm first select k  center point is random, they 
will often cause a reduction in accuracy of clustering results 
when the k  center points selected are unevenly distributed. 

The above phenomenon occurs because the cluster that 
we assume is positioned "similar documents’ similarity is 
larger, and different kind of documents’ similarity is 
smaller". We believe that it does not need to determine the 
similarity of the text with other text set when the text is di-
vided into a category. Based on this phenomenon, we simpli-
fied cluster hypothesis to "texts with same characteristic 
have a strong probability to be divided as one cluster". 

3.2. One-Next Clustering Algorithm 

In this paper, we propose a new clustering algorithm 
named One-Next text clustering algorithm, which is based 
on a simplified cluster hypothesis. The basic idea is taking 
one-time text classification according to the similarity of text 
to avoid the same text "division-clustering, division again-
clustering again" repeated iteration process. 

For a collection of texts 1 2{ , , , }
n

D D D D=  that are not 

clustered, it put the text’s initial position 
i
D  as the original 

center of mass of the class and sequential scan 
1 2
, , ,

n
D D D  

gradually, judging it is similar distance with each text. If the 

similarity is greater than d , we put 
i
D  into the same class 

 
Fig. (4). K-means algorithm process. 
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C , then calculate the new center of the mass of the class C . 

Assuming that class C  contains n  texts, each of them has 

m  dimensions, so the text feature vector is 

1 2
, , ,

i i i im
v v v v= . The k -th dimensions value of the new 

class center is shown in (1). 

1 2 (1 )k k nk

k

v v v
w k m

n

+ + +
=         (1) 

The algorithm will stop until the text collection, which 
contains the un-classed text is empty. 

4. MUTI-STRATEGY EMERGENCY QUANTITATIVE 

MODEL 

Based on the above network emergency analysis and the 
text clustering results, we mainly discuss the model under 
the following aspects. Each aspect will be replaced by an 
emergency value. 

4.1. Categories Division Method Based on Field Feature 

Vector Similarity 

There are a lot of topics in the network, some of them are 
not emergencies. We should select the specific topics from a 
large number of network events flows. We construct field 
feature vectors based on the categories divided by "Emer-
gency Response Law of the People’s Republic of China", as 
shown in Table 1. 

Each subclass has a specific feature vector 

1 2( , , , )
i i i in
c c c c= . When a network event 

i
X  comes, we 

use a feature vector 1 2( , , , )
i i i in
v v v v=  to represent this 

event. According to 
i
c and 

i
v , we establish emergency type 

characteristic function ( , )
i i

Term v c , Which is to determine 

whether a network event is an emergency: 

1, ( , )
( , )

0, ( , )

sim v c
Term v c

sim v c

=

<

          (2) 

where  is similarity regulatory factor of c  and v , and 

( , )sim v c  is feature vector similarity of c  and v : 

1

2 2

1 1

( , ) cos

( )( )

n

k k

k

n n

k k

k k

v c

sim v c

v c

=

= =

= =         (3) 

4.2. Emergency Maximum Effect Range 

Emergency effect range is the number of people who no-
tice this emergency over a period of time. 

Assuming ( )f t  is the rate of message diffusion. Sum  is 

emergency effect rage during t : 

2

1
( )

t

t
Sum f t dt=               (4) 

where 
2 1

t t t= , 
1
t ,

2
t  is represents start time point and end 

time point that we set. 

In this paper, we use Sum Limit method to calculate 

Sum  value. Inserting some split point in 
1 2
[ , ]t t  to separate it 

into several small intervals: 

0 1 1 2 1
[ , ],[ , ], ,[ , ]

n n
t t t t t t  

The length of each interval is: 

1 1 0 2 2 1 1
, , ,

n n n
t t t t t t t t t= = =  

Firstly, we select one point 1( )
i i i i
t t  randomly 

from every small interval 
1

[ , ]
i i
t t . Secondly, multiplying 

( )if  and the length of 
i
t . Finally, evaluating Sum Limit: 

1

( )
n

i i

i

Sum f t
=

=              (5) 

4.3. Emergency Timeliness Based on 
2

 Distribution 

In probability theory, the 
2

 distribution with k  degrees 

of freedom is the distribution of a sum the squares of k  in-

dependent standard normal random variables. 

In this paper, we use 
2

 distribution to calculate emer-

gency timeliness: 

2
1

2 2

1( )
2( )
( )
2

k

k x

kf x x e
k

=            (6) 

where ( )
2
k  denotes the Gamma function, which has 

closed-form values for integer k . The probability density 

changes when integer k  has different value. ( )kf x  denotes 

emergency impact factor. 

Table 1. Network emergency classification. 

Category Subclasses 

Natural Disasters Weather, Forest, Marine, Geology, Earthquake, Flood and drought, Bio. 

Accidents 
Mining business security incidents, Transport accidents, Nuclear radiation, Environmental pollution and ecological destruction, 

Public facilities. 

Public Health 
Epidemic situation of infectious diseases, Mass illness of unknown cause, Food safety and occupational hazards, Animal disease 

outbreaks, Life safety event. 

Social Security Terrorist attacks, Ethnic and religious affairs, Economic security, Foreign Affairs-related safety, Political security, Group events. 
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In this paper, we determine integer k  value by calculat-

ing the slope s : 

1( ) ( )i if t f t
s

t

+
=              (7) 

Based on the above factors, we establish the timeliness 

function: 

( ) ( )kTime X f x=              (8) 

where ( )kf x  is the probability density value,  denotes 
2

 

distribution adjustment coefficient, it is influenced by ( )kf x  

and ( )Sum X . 

4.4. Muti-Strategy Network Emergency Quantitative 

Analysis Model 

Based on the above analysis, we propose a multi-strategy 
network emergency quantitative analysis model: 

6

( )
( ) ( , ) ( )

10

Sum X
Event X Term v c Time X=       (9) 

(1) ( , )Term v c  is emergency type feature function. 

(2) ( )Sum X  is emergency maximum effect range. Topi-

cally, ( )Sum X  is a very large number, so we need to reduce 

its dimensions. 

(3) ( )Time X  is emergency timeliness function. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

5.1. Experimental Data Sets 

In this paper, we statistic data of Tianya.cn that crawling 

by web crawler from August 19 to September 18 in 2012, 

which contains 13.1 million short texts. Fig. (5) shows forum 

data counted by every 3 days as a time point. 

5.2. One-Next Clustering Method 

In order to improve the clustering results, we use the fea-

ture vector grading extraction method to filter feature items, 

optimizing the feature vector. 

Fig. (6) shows the comparable precision before and after 

using the feature vector grading optimization. After using the 

method, the precision is significantly increased. The optimi-

zation results are different because each text cluster has dif-

ferent number of passage and word. 

During the experiment, we use the DBSCAN, K-Means 

as a comparable algorithm to prove the One-Next clustering 

algorithm has a high time efficiency. The three algorithms’ 

consuming time is shown in Fig. (7). 

Generally, the time complexity of traditional clustering 

algorithms is very high. For example, the time complexity of 

K-Means algorithm is ( )O n k t , where t  is iterations, k  

is the number of clusters, n  is the number of clustering 

texts. While the DBSCAN’s time complexity is 
2( )O n . 

 
Fig. (5). Data sets of tianya.cn. 

 

Fig. (6). Comparable precision. 
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The time complexity of One-Next clustering method that 

we proposed is: 

2

( )

1
( 1)
2

( )

O n only one class

TimeComplexity k n average case

O n n classes

= +  

where k  is the number of clusters, n  is the number of clus-

tering texts. 

5.3. Experimental Results of Emergency Type Feature 

Function 

To divide emergencies into the correct 22 categories, we 

select 10000 forum data samples to test similarity . Table 

2 shows similarity parameters while setting  different val-

ues. 

Table 2 shows when ’s value is 0.3, which means the 

similarity of event feature vector 1 2( , , , )
n

v v v v=  and field 

feature vector 1 2( , , , )
n

c c c c=  is 0.3, the accuracy of emer-

gency recognition is highest. 

5.4. Emergency Quantitative Analysis 

We set September 18 as the end time point, analysing 
13.1 million shot texts in Tianya.cn. Calculating every emer-
gency X ’s evaluation ( )Event X , shown in Table 3. 

5.5. Experimental Results of Emergency Timeliness 

Each emergency has its timeliness. Table 4 shows every 
parameter’s value of the above emergency. 

The above emergencies have their own changing maps 
during the time between August 19 and September 18 in 
2012, as shown in Fig. (8). 

 

Fig. (7). Comparable time of complexity. 

Table 3. Emergencies form. 

( , )Term v c  ( )Sum X  ( )Event X /10
3
 

X  

Value Type Value Value 

Diaoyu Island and anti-Japanese demonstration 1 group event 6327821 60.13 

Earthquake in Yi Liang 1 earthquake 2720652 8.01 

Yang Mingtan bridge collapses 1 public facilities 1024489 3.87 

360 and Baidu business battle 1 economic security 880421 24.98 

Watch Gate of smiling secretary 1 political security 762557 1.48 

Table 4. Emergencies timeliness value. 

X  Time Point  ( )kf x  ( )Time X  

Diaoyu Island and anti-Japanese demonstrations 2012/9/18 125 0.076 9.51 

Earthquake in Yi Liang, Yun Nan 2012/9/18 19 0.153 2.94 

Yang Mingtan bridge collapses 2012/9/18 118 0.032 3.78 

360 and Baidu business battle 2012/9/18 195 0.145 28.37 

Watch Gate of smiling secretary 2012/9/18 121 0.016 1.94 
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CONCLUSION 

In this paper, One-Next text clustering method based on 
simplified hypothesis and a quantitative analysis model for 
network emergency is proposed. We mainly discuss three 
important factors: (1) emergency type. (2) emergency maxi-
mum effect range. (3) emergency timeliness. We also use 
mathematical methods to calculate each factor’s value. Fi-
nally, through analysis data sets from Tianya.cn, we prove 
the model can accurately achieve good results. 
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